Complex spatial underground structures, formed by shaft with intersectional tunnels, divided the surrounding earth, which in turn has great influence on the distribution of earth load acting on the underground structures. The traditional load calculating model of earth pressure is not applicable to this kind of spatial structure since it is basically based on the assumption of plane strain. Using three dimensional (3D) finite element methods (FEM), this work analyzed the earth pressure on spatial underground structures. We found that the lateral earth loads on shaft near the tunnel has different pattern from the case that without tunnels. Beneath the tunnel, the lateral load on the shaft is smaller comparing to the earth loads at rest for the bearing ability of the tunnel. On the position near the apex of the tunnel, the earth loads on the shaft is about equal to the rest earth pressure for the deformation of this part is almost zero. The distribution of lateral loads on the tunnel showed significant arching effect and the arching effect of soil was reduced with distance between the adjacent shafts and tunnels became smaller.
INTRODUCTION
The host ground pressures is quiet complex, which depends on several factors such as the relative stiffness between the ground and the structures, the elapsed time between the excavation and the installation of supports system, the ground characteristics, the dimensioning of the structures, the underground water table, as well as the construction methods. Classic soil pressure theory proposed by Rankine (1857) [1] and Coulomb's (1776) [2] is based on the assumption that soil around the foundation pit is semi-infinite. These two classic theories of earth loads are extensively used in engineering projects for their simplicity and clear concept. Lots of researchers have made great modified works on these two classical theories [3] ~ [4] .
However, with the decrease of urban land and increase of building density, the distance between the excavation of foundation pit and foundation of adjacent buildings become closer. In this case that there is some already structures around the retaining wall, the earth load applied on the retaining wall is smaller than that determined by Rankine Theory. The reason for this phenomenon is that the existing structure can bear the earth load that was supposed to act on the newly-built retaining wall. The finite soil mass load theory was put forward to handle this problem [5] ~ [10] . One kind of complex structure, formed by shaft with intersectional tunnels, divided the surrounding earth strongly, which in turn has great influence on the distribution of earth load acting on the underground structures. The classical theory and finite soil mass load theory mentioned above are not applicable for this kind of complex structure since this is a spatial problem while these two existing theories are based on the 2D assumptions.
It is difficult to establish a general earth load calculating model in theory for such complex structure since its layout has great uncertainties in different projects. In this work, the 3D numerical method was applied to investigate the distribution characteristics of lateral earth loads on complex underground spatial structure.
NUMERICAL MODEL
The established model was as shown in Figure 1 , which was 100 meters in three directions. The four shafts were 11.2 m in dimeter (D) and 70 m deep (H). The distance between the centers of shafts (B) is a variable quantity in this work. Two groups of inter-sectional tunnel were at the 40 m and 70 m level respectively and their cross section were the same. The material parameters of soil and structures are as shown in TABLEI. Cases that analyzed included D/B=0.25, 0.5 and 1.0. The interaction between the structure and the soil was simulated by the interface elements and their structure parameters were determined by reducing the parameters of the soil near the structure. 
RESULTS ANALYSIS
Six analysis paths were chosen as the objects as shown in Figure 2 . Path A and B are along the shaft and path C and D are on the tunnels. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the lateral earth loads along Path A and B respectively. It was found that the two series of curves showed the similar regular patterns. The lateral earth load on the shaft was smaller than the static earth load for the reason that the structure deformed to some degree. However, the difference between the calculating results and the static earth loads became slightly near the arch apex of the tunnel. The reason for this phenomenon is that the stiffness of the intersectional position is larger than that of the other positions. The lateral load on the shaft just beneath the tunnel is much smaller than the static earth loads for the upper tunnel's bearing effect for the earth load. The distance between shafts has significant influence on the lateral earth loads at this position. The smaller the distance is, the larger the lateral loads are. Similar to the position above the upper tunnel, the lateral earth load of the shaft on the position that above the lower tunnel arch apex is near to the static earth value, which may results from the same reason with the former case. Figure 5~Figure 8 are the load distribution of path C1, D1, C2 and D2 respectively. All these four showed the similar regular pattern: the lateral loads on the top and the bottom of the tunnel are significantly larger than that on the middle part of the tunnel, which results from the arching effect of the soil. When the soil was divided by the structure into smaller blocks, the arching effect was reduced more significantly. For the cases that D/B = 0.25 and 0.5, the earth loads on the tunnel top is about 400kPa larger than that on the middle along path C1 & D1 and about 700kPa larger along path C2 & D2. Meanwhile, for the case that D/B = 1.0, in other words, the distance between the shafts equals to the diameter of the shaft, the distribution of lateral loads is less non-uniform. Comparing to the former two cases (D/B = 0.25 and 0.5), the lateral loads on the middle part of the tunnel is smaller on the condition that D/B = 1.0, which means the arching effect was reduced.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper analyzed the distribution characteristics of lateral earth loads on complex underground spatial structure by means of 3D FEM method. The main conclusions in this paper are as following:
(1) The classical earth load theory and finite soil mass theory, which are all 2D models, are not applicable for the problem that complex structures consisting of shaft and intersectional tunnels, for hosting ground was divided by the structures and the magnitude and distribution of earth loads on structures has significant spatial effect.
(2)The lateral earth loads on shaft near the tunnel has different regular pattern from the case that without tunnels. Beneath the tunnel, the lateral load on the shaft is smaller comparing to the earth loads at rest for the bearing ability of the tunnel. However, on the position near the apex of the tunnel, the earth loads on the shaft is about equal to the rest earth pressure.
(3)The distribution of lateral load on the tunnel showed significant arching effect: the load on the top and bottom is large while the load on the middle is small relatively. When the soil was divided by the structure into smaller blocks, the arching effect was reduced more significantly.
Since the structure analyzed in this paper is very complex, the corresponding analytical approach and field measures are difficult to obtain. 3D FEM method is a useful way to handle this kind of problem uncovering the basic law. In the future, a laboratory test will be conducted to verified the conclusions obtained by the numerical analysis.
